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Introduction: The Origins, Spectral Interpretation,
Resource Identification, and Security–Regolith
Explorer (OSIRIS-REx) mission observed the surface
of asteroid (101955) Bennu for ~2 years before
sampling on 20 October 2020. A subset of those
observations, acquired during the Detailed Survey phase
[1], provided an expansive photometric dataset using all
five filters of the MapCam imager [2]. Previously, we
have published global empirical models based on these
data [3], but those models treated Bennu’s surface as
uniform. However, from OSIRIS-REx’s first resolved
image of Bennu, it was clear that Bennu is
heterogeneous. Its surface is dominated by boulders [4]
with broad variation in albedo [5] and color [6].
Here we applied a regional analysis to that same
photometric dataset, producing spatially variant
photometric models of the surface. These models
include the empirical models presented in the global
study (Lommel-Seeliger, ROLO, Lunar-Lambert,
Minnaert, and Akimov), as well as a new Hapke
analysis.
Image Registration: Photometric backplanes
(phase, incidence, and emission angle) from every
image were calculated in ISIS3 [7]. To calculate the
photometric angles accurately, the images were
registered to the 20-cm ground sample distance (GSD)
shape model derived from OSIRIS-REx Laser Altimeter
(OLA) data [8]. However, the complete dataset, totaling
over 4000 images, was too large and diverse to register
to the shape model manually. Instead, we developed a
registration method that utilized photometric and albedo
simulations of every MapCam image to automatically
register it to its own backplanes. With this method, we
improved registration errors from 3–10 pixels (1–3 m),
using a priori reconstructed SPICE pointing, to <1 pixel
(<33 cm).
Empirical Modeling: To derive regional empirical
photometric models, we binned the surface into 1°×1°
latitude/longitude bins and solved each bin

independently. As with the global analysis, we solved
for disk functions separately from the phase functions.
To find the disk functions (Lommel-Seeliger,
Minnaert, Lunar-Lambert, and Akimov) [3], we fit the
reflectance data for every latitude/longitude bin with
each model using a least squares minimization fitting
routine. For the parameterized models, we solve for
both global values and per-bin values of their free
parameters. Despite a >4× increase in shape model
resolution relative to the previous, global analysis, we
observe significant scatter in the photometric data.
Using regional disk function parameters improved the
fits slightly, primarily because the spatially resolved
analysis allows for albedo variation across the surface.

Figure 1. The photometric albedo derived from the
linear phase function solution correlates with the
independently derived normal albedo [5] of Bennu.
To solve for the phase functions (exponential,
ROLO, Minnaert, and linear) [3], we disk-corrected the
data for each latitude/longitude bin with each of the disk
function solutions (global and regional) found in the
previous step. We thus fit the phase functions against
equigonal albedo, using the same least-squares fitting
routines. Although ROLO includes explicit opposition
surge terms, MapCam did not acquire any surfaceresolved, low-phase images, thus we were unable to
solve for those terms. We solved every combination of
disk and phase function, for a total of 28 solutions (7
disk functions × 4 phase functions). The Minnaert
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model, for both disk and phase function, did not fit the
surface well and typically had artifacts that followed
Bennu’s rough terrain. The exponential phase function
was internally consistent, but resulted in albedos that
were ~10% too high (compared with the PolyCam
normal albedo map [5]) and had ~2× larger residuals.
The ROLO and linear phase functions performed
similarly, but linear had the best match to the global
albedo map (Figure 1).
Photometric Mapping: With our spatially resolved
photometric models, we were able to map regional
photometric variations on Bennu’s surface. The linear
phase function depends on only one parameter (the
phase slope, ), making it ideal for mapping. Phase
slope is associated with albedo and roughness, where
darker and rougher objects typically have steeper phase
slopes (i.e., they become darker more quickly with
increasing phase angle). Figure 2 (top) shows a map of
phase slope, using a regional Akimov disk function,
relative to Bennu’s average phase slope ~ –0.023).
When compared with the albedo map (Figure 2, bottom)
[5], there are clear correlations. Dark, rough areas such
as Roc Saxum (–20°, 25°) and Tlanuwa Regio –30°,
270°) have ~25% steeper slopes than brighter, smoother
areas such as the region at (–40°, 325°).
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roughness derived from OLA data, offer independent
ways to correlate the photometric variation with
Bennu’s roughness.
Hapke Modeling: We also performed global and
regional Hapke analyses [10] of Bennu’s surface.
Though we used Hapke’s full roughness formulation,
which notionally is designed to model sub-pixel surface
variation, the model results were not statistically better
than the empirical modeling. Nonetheless, we were able
to model the surface regionally and produce maps of
three Hapke parameters: the single-scattering albedo
(SSA), asymmetry factor (), and roughness (). SSA
(Figure 3) and follow albedo trends on Bennu closely,
whereas  shows less regional correlation.

Figure 3. A map of single-scattering albedo from a
regional Hapke analysis follow albedo trends on Bennu.

Figure 2. Maps of the linear phase slope  (top) and
albedo [5] (bottom) demonstrate spatial correlations.
Disambiguating albedo and roughness, however, is
challenging, as those characteristics tend to trend with
each other on Bennu’s surface [6]. Comparisons with
other measures of roughness, such as thermal roughness
derived from OSIRIS-REx Thermal Emission
Spectrometer (OTES [9]) data and macroscopic
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